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Abstract. Rotation measures (RMs) have proven to be an excellent tool to study magnetic field structures in
AGNs. Here we study RM properties on kiloparsec scales of the M87 jet via stacked multi wavelength polarized
VLA observations. Our results show for the first time an indication of the RM gradient transverse to the jet in
knot A, and possibly knot C and HST-1. Motivated by the shape of the RM in knots A and B, we discuss that
part of it may be a filamentary structure of higher RM due to an external Faraday screen, although we consider
this unlikely The data presented here can be easily explained by a helical magnetic field. By combining this
result together with polarization direction plus the shape and degree of the fractional polarization across the
jet, we can fairly conclude the presence of systematically wrapped, possibly helical, magnetic fields tightly
wounded in knots A and C, in agreement with an MHD quad shock model.

1 Introduction

The supergiant elliptical galaxy M87 hosting an active
galactic nuclei (AGN) is thought to be driven by its ac-
tivity via a central supermassive black hole (SMBH) with
a mass ofMBH ∼ 3.2 − 6.6 × 109M⊙ [1, 2]. It is one of
the closest AGN with an extended radio–jet at a distance
DL=16.7 Mpc [3], with an angular scale of 78 pc arcsec−1,
and a viewing angleθ ∼ 10◦ − 19◦ constrained by superlu-
minal motion and Doppler beaming factors [4, 5]. Due to
its proximity, and the possibility to spatially resolve its jet,
M87 has been the model to compare with other more dis-
tant, unresolved AGN jets and has been intensively studied
over decades.

High resolution images providing detailed morphol-
ogy of the M87 jet have been extensively studied over
thirty years in optical and radio bands [6–12]. Recent stud-
ies have shown that hydrodynamics alone cannot give rise
to the rich structure both in total and polarized intensity
and knots in the kilo parsec jet cannot be associated with
Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities [13]. Consequently, mag-
netic fields are needed in order to understand the com-
plexity of the jet. However, the magnetic structure and its
dynamical importance at kilo parsec scales are still under
debate.

Several methods have been exploit in order to under-
stand the structure of magnetic fields in AGN. The degree
of polarization can provide us information about the ho-
mogeneity of magnetic fields and their relevance, whereas
the polarization position angle provides us insight about
the projected direction of the magnetic field. As rotation
measure effects can give us hints about the line of sight
component of the magnetic fields, once we combine these
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various information, we can infer the 3D magnetic config-
uration of the jet.

One way to study the structure of the intrinsic mag-
netic field in the jet is the analysis of Faraday rotation ef-
fects. The polarization angleχ rotates following the re-
lation χ = χ0 + RMλ2, whereχ0 is the intrinsic polariza-
tion angle,λ the wavelength and RM the rotation measure,
given by

RM ∝
∫

neB·dl (1)

with ne the thermal electron density andB·dl the magnetic
field along the line of sight. If the jet contains a helical
magnetic field, its toroidal component will produce a rota-
tion measure change across the jet, giving rise to a gradient
[14]. Such gradients have been observed on parsec scales
or single knots on kilo parsec scales of a variety of sources
[15–22].

Polarization angles, once corrected for Faraday rota-
tion, can also provide valuable information about the mag-
netic structure in the jet. Polarization vectors seem to fol-
low the direction of the jet, even with considerable blend-
ing in several BL Lac objects [23–25]. Spine-sheath struc-
ture, where polarization seems to be parallel to the direc-
tion of the jet in the center and perpendicular to it as we
move towards the edges, has been found in various sources
[26]. Although initially interpreted as interaction with the
surrounding media, this structure arises naturally with the
presence of a helical magnetic field [23]. Furthermore, ob-
servations missing this structure do no imply the absence
of helical magnetic field, as a combination of pitch and
viewing angles may give rise to diverse observed polariza-
tion structures [27, 28].

If we study the fractional polarization across the jet, an
increase towards the edges, asymmetric with respect to the
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Table 1. Observing Sessions.

Obs. Code Freq. (GHz) VLA Conf. Date
(1) (2) (3) (4)

AH822A 8, 15, 22 A 2 Jun 2003
AH822B 8, 15, 22 A 24 Aug 2003
AH822C 15, 22, 43 B 16 Nov 2003
AH862A 8, 15, 22 A 15 Nov 2004
AH862B 8, 15, 22 A 31 Dec 2004
AH862C 15, 22, 43 B 3 May 2005

jet axis, is expected if we assume a helical magnetic field
with a certain viewing angle [18, 29, 30]. It is also pos-
sible to have a similar scenario if a shock were a random
magnetic field is compressed in a plane [31]. However,
asymmetries in this case are hard to be modeled except for
very restricted scenarios and an intrinsically weak, random
magnetic field may not be in agreement with observations
showing a high degree of polarization [32].

2 Archival Data Reduction

We aim to use all these methods in order to understand
the magnetic field structure on the kilo parsec scales of
the M87 jet. In order to do so, we use the image stack-
ing technique, which has proven to be a very powerful
tool in order to enhance sensitivity and reveal features that
otherwise were hidden or difficult to disentangle from the
noise [18, 33, 34]. We examined six different epochs of
VLA multi–frequency polarization observations of M87
obtained from the archive1 (see Table 1). Data was re-
duced in AIPS using standard methods and total and po-
larization maps were constructed. We then stacked the im-
ages with a weighting based on their rms noise. Rotation
measure, polarization degree and intrinsic polarization an-
gle maps were hereafter created. We succeeded to derive
robust RM maps thanks to our image stacking, wide range
in theλ2 space and high resolution.

3 Results

We show the rotation measure map in Figure 1. Values of
the RM of the order of few thousands rad m−2 in HST-1
and few hundreds in knots A, B and C are seen. We find,
for the first time, RM gradients transverse to the M87 jet
in HST-1 and knots A and C. Such RM gradient is not
seen in knot B. Unlike previous works on other sources,
a gradient is not detected on a single isolated component,
but in various components on arc second scales of the M87
jet.

In order to investigate these gradients, we have taken
slices across HST-1 and knots A, B and C (see Figure
2). We find the gradients in HST-1, A and C are very
smooth and confirm the lack of gradient on knot B, with
RM values having more irregular behavior. Gradients ex-
tend at least two beam sizes across the jet, except for

1https://archive.nrao.edu

the case of the HST-1 complex, which spans just about
one beam size. Relative errors for the gradients, taken as
err(RM)/[RMmax−RMmin], are roughly 8%, 21% and 25%
for HST-1 and knots A and C respectively. We find that all
gradients are very robust: even for the case of HST-1, ex-
tending just one beam size, relative error is small enough
to fulfill reliability criteria [21, 22, 35].

We plot Faraday corrected magnetic vectors in Figure
1. Magnetic vectors seem to follow the direction of the
jet on knot B, whereas it seems to be almost perpendicular
to it in HST-1 and knots A and C. The overall trend agrees
with previous results [7], although they found a small bow-
shock shape in knot A (i.e, magnetic vectors seem to lean
in the edges of the jet, but not enough to produce a spine-
sheath structure). We suggest this effect is less evident in
our observations as we were able to correct for a larger
range of frequencies whereas they used only 6 cm data.

We study fractional polarization across the jet in Fig-
ure 2. There are various distinct features common to all
regions studied here: fractional polarization is asymmet-
ric with respect the centre of the jet and there seems to
be an increase towards the edges, reaching up to∼ 60%.
There seems to be an additional polarization component
in the center of knots A and C, which causes the overall
fractional polarization profile across the jet in these com-
ponents to be “W–shaped”. This feature is not unique to
knot A of M87 but has also been observed on kilo par-
sec scales in other sources such as 1055+018 [26], NGC
315 [36] or 1633+382 [22]. We note here that HST-1 is
not resolved and its transverse profile might be partially
smoothed by beam convolution.

4 Magnetic fields in the M87 jet

4.1 Tracers of Helical Magnetic Fields

The observation of a smooth RM gradient including a
change from positive to negative values cannot be easily
explained by alternative phenomena such as gradients of
electron density or interaction with the media. This points
towards the presence of a helical magnetic field in the M87
kilo parsec jet.

There is another interpretation for the RM in HST-1
and knots A and C: as noted by [7], there is an appreciable
amount of Faraday screen after knot C, where the jet bends
and enters or blends with the lobe. This would cause con-
tribution to the RM which would be external to the knots
discussed here and not connected to them. We consider
this contribution to be minimal to the RM studied here. If
the RM arises from an external Faraday screen, likeliness
of it being consistent with a helical magnetic field picture
by chance can be estimated as follows: Let us consider for
simplicity only the sign of the RM on both sides across
the jet as a fiducial indicator of a gradient. In this case,
probability of having a change on the RM sign on HST-1
and the same one on knots A and C, but not on knot B is
p = 1/2 × 1/42 × 1/2 < 2%. We note that here we did
not account for gradient smoothness, which is clear in our
observations.
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The Innermost Regions of Relativistic Jets and Their Magnetic Fields

Figure 1. M87 map. Knots discussed in the text are marked. Contours indicate total intensity, with RMS=1.13×10−3 × (2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
10, 12, 16, 24, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512). Sticks indicate Faraday corrected magnetic vectors. Color scale indicates RM gradient from
-500 rad m−2 to 500 rad m−2. Thick arrows represent the trail of components as expected in [32] model for eye guidance.

The profile of the polarization across the jet is asym-
metric, with an increase towards the edges of the jet, as
expected from a helical magnetic field. [18, 29, 30]. The
higher fractional polarization in the centre of the jet has
also been modeled in this context [37]. Observed high de-
gree of polarization, typically> 10% [38], even at inter
knot regions of the M87, jet suggest that the scenario of a
locally compressed random weak magnetic field is not the
case here [32].

The most natural way to explain the combined infor-
mation from i) the high fractional polarization, increasing
towards the edges of the jet, ii) polarization position angles
and iii) rotation measure gradients, is to assume a helical
magnetic field in the jet of M87. In this picture, the mag-
netic structure of the jet is that of an ordered magnetic field
with a three dimensional helix. As we have seen, although
other models, such as a tangled magnetic field, may be
able to model some properties observed in the M87 jet,
cannot completely explain all of them.

4.2 Constraints on the magnetic pitch angle

If we assume a helical magnetic field, we can obtain a
constraint on the pitch angleψ = arctan(Bφ/Bz) based on
the RM. In general, we can decomposeBlos = Bφ sinθ +
Bz cosθ, , whereBφ is the azimuthal andBz the axial com-
ponent of the magnetic field. In order to have a smooth
RM gradient with both signs for HST-1 and knots A and
C, this suggestsψ & 75◦ in these regions. In a similar way,
the lack of a clear gradient in knot B indicates that here the
poloidal component dominates and, similarly, we suggest
ψ . 75◦ for knot B.

Magnetic vector polarization angles can also be ex-
plained in the context of a helical magnetic field. In this
picture, polarization from both the rear and the front of the
emitting regions are geometrically added, but polarization
angles have a 180◦ offset and the resulting observed po-
larization angle will depend on the pitch angle. For large
(small)ψ the toroidal (poloidal) component dominates and
the addition will produce magnetic polarization angle per-
pendicular (parallel) to the jet, the threshold between these

two possibilities given byBφ/Bz = sinθ [39]. If we apply
this model to the polarization observed in the M87 jet, we
obtainψ & 15◦ for HST-1 and knots A and C; andψ . 15◦

for knot B. This result is consistent with the one discussed
from the rotation measure.

Combining the information from the rotation measure
and the magnetic vectors, we find the magnetic helix is
toroidally dominated, with a large pitch angleψ & 75◦ in
HST-1 and knots A and C, whereas it is poloidally domi-
nated, with a lower pitch angleψ . 15◦ in knot B. This is
in agreement with the idea that knots A and C are shocked
regions where the magnetic field is more compressed than
in the post-shocked region of the knot B.

4.3 A-B-C Complex as Quad MHD System

The magnetic structure of knots A-B-C as a whole is dif-
ficult to explain with pure hydrodynamic models, unless
these are taken to be totally independent features. The
structure of the whole kilo parsec jet shows hints that this
does not seem to be the case. Indeed, simple inspection
of the total intensity shows a trail of components from
HST-1 to knot C (see thick horizontal arrows in Figure
1). Magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) models are directly
able to explain this morphology together with the mag-
netic properties discussed above.

In this model [32], a series of MHD quad shocks are
originated in the HST-1 complex and powered by torsional
Alfvén waves. Thus, each of the components in the trail
can be directly identified as one of these quad shocks. Un-
der this context, knots A and C are not different shocks
with their independent forward and reverse modes but
twin features corresponding to the forward and reverse fast
mode shocks, whereas knot B would be the post–shocked
region. This MHD model predictedψ ∼ 88◦ on knot A,
considering conical expansion of the M87 jet from HST-1.
This value is in agreement with the lower limit obtained
hereψ & 75◦.

The shape of the jet, appearing to shrink after knot B,
can also be explained in the context of a MHD model as
a current–driven instability (CDI). MHD shocks can play
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Figure 2. Slices of polarization and RM across HST-1 and knots A, B and C (from north to south). Line with black error bars indicates
fractional polarization. Line with grey filling for errors indicates RM. The thick black line on the top left corner indicates the beam
size, for comparison.

an important role in order to trigger these CDI [40]. We
suggest that this may be the case here. The high degree of
polarization, the asymmetry of the fractional polarization
across the jet between knots A and C and the geometrical
distortion (side-way bending from south to north) of the
jet after knot B support this model. Hence, the complex
form by the A–B–C knots could be a good example for the
interplay between the magneto–hydrodynamic shocks and
current-driven instabilities where the magnetic field may
control the dynamics.

5 Conclusions

We have stacked a series of archival multifrequency
(8+15+22+43 GHz) polarimetric VLA observations to-
wards M87 in order to enhance sensitivity towards the de-
tection of robust RM gradients. Our analysis of the stacked
data shows for the first time robust rotation measure gra-
dients across various knots in the M87 jet. We detect
such gradients in the HST-1 complex and knots A and C,
whereas none is observed in knot B.

In these regions where the gradient is observed, it ex-
tends smoothly over more than two beam sizes and runs
from positive to negative values. We discuss that probabil-
ity for these gradients to arise spuriously due to contribu-

tions of an external Faraday screen not related with the jet
(for example, coming from the external lobes) by chance
is less than 2%.

Faraday-corrected magnetic vectors seem to be paral-
lel to the jet and following its direction in knot B, whereas
it seems to be perpendicular in knots A and C. High frac-
tional polarization is found, withm showing hints of an
asymmetric increase towards the edges. An additional po-
larization component is seen in knots A and C, producing
an increase of the fractional polarization in the centre of
these knots.

The observations from the i) RM gradients, ii) frac-
tional polarization and iii) magnetic polarization angle can
be easily interpreted in the context of a helical magnetic
field. All the results presented here lead to the indica-
tion of a magnetically–dominated jet, with a well struc-
tured helical magnetic field at scales of several thousands
of Schwarzschild radii along a kilo parsec from HST-1 to
knot C. This is the first time evidence for such lengthy he-
lical magnetic field is systematically seen.

Morphology and magnetic structure of the M87 kilo
parsec jet can be explained as a series of MHD quad
shocks launched from the HST-1 complex. This model
predicts that knots A, B and C are not independent struc-
tures but correspond to the fast forward, reverse and inter-
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shock regions of a quad shock, with predicted pitch an-
gle for knot Aψ ∼ 88◦ in agreement with the lower limit
found by observationsψ & 75◦. The kink and jet bending
after knot B can be easily interpreted under this context as
a current-driven instability.
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